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The amino acid cis-4-18F-fluoro-D-proline (D-cis-18F-FPro) ex-
hibits preferential uptake in the brain compared with its L-isomer,
but the clinical potential of the tracer is as yet unkown. In this
study we explored the cerebral uptake of D-cis-18F-FPro in rats
with focal cortical infarctions. Methods: Focal cortical infarc-
tions were induced in different areas of the cortex of 20 Fisher
CDF rats by photothrombosis (PT). At variable time points
after PT (1 d to 4 wk), the rats were injected intravenously with
D-cis-18F-FPro. For comparison, 12 rats were injected simulta-
neously with 3H-deoxyglucose (3H-DG), 3 rats were injected
with 3H-methyl-L-methionine (3H-MET), and 2 rats were injected
with 3H-PK11195. Within 2 h after injection of the tracers, coronal
cryosections of the brains were produced and evaluated by dual-
tracer autoradiography. Lesion-to-brain ratios (L/B ratios) were
calculated by dividing the maximal uptake in areas with in-
creased tracer uptake by the mean uptake in normal brain tissue.
Histologic slices were stained by toluidine blue and by immuno-
stainings for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), CD68 for macro-
phages, and CD11b for microglia. Results: Prominent uptake of
D-cis-18F-FPro was found in ipsilateral thalamic nuclei (TN) and
partially in the corpus striatum starting at 3 d after infarction
with increasing L/B ratios up to 4 wk (mean L/B ratio 6 SD,
6.7 6 3.5). The involved TN varied with the site of the cortical lesion
corresponding to their thalamocortical projections connecting
them with their specific target region in the cerebral cortex.
The TN were positive for CD11b and GFAP from day 7 onward,
whereas uptake of 3H-DG, 3H-MET, and 3H-PK11195 and immu-
nostaining for CD68 were similar to that of normal brain. Further-
more, increased uptake of D-cis-18F-FPro was found in the area
of the cortical infarctions (mean L/B ratio 6 SD, 12.1 6 8.1). From
day 5 onward, the pattern of uptake was congruent with that of
immunostaining for CD11b and CD68 but was different from
that of GFAP. Conclusion: D-cis-18F-FPro appears to be a sen-
sitive PET tracer for detection of secondary degeneration of TN
after cortical injury. The uptake mechanisms of D-cis-18F-FPro

remain to be elucidated, but the relationship to microglial activa-
tion suggests a diagnostic potential in various brain diseases.
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Amino acids play an important role in virtually all
biologic processes. These substrates serve not only as basic
modules of proteins and hormones but also as neurotrans-
mitters, synaptic modulators, and neurotransmitter precur-
sors. In the brain, L-proline has been shown to act as a
modulator of excitatory neurotransmission (1), a process
that is disturbed in many brain diseases such as ischemia,
trauma, and gliomas (2).

cis-4-18F-Fluoro-L-proline (L-cis-18F-FPro) has been con-
sidered as a PET tracer for tumor imaging (3,4) but initial
results in peripheral tumors were disappointing (5). In brain
tumors, some uptake was found in areas with disruption of
the blood–brain barrier (BBB) but uptake of L-cis-18F-FPro
in the normal brain was poor (6).

Recently, we observed that the D-isomer of cis-18F-FPro
is transported across the BBB in contrast to L-cis-18F-FPro
(7). Similar to this finding, an intensive labeling of the
cerebral cortex has been reported after injection of D-3H-
proline in mice, whereas cortical uptake of L-3H-proline
was negligible (8). The radioactivity in the brain after
injection of D-3H-proline was due to L-3H-proline, indicat-
ing the existence of a proline racemase in the brain con-
verting D-proline to L-proline (9,10).

To explore the diagnostic potential of D-cis-18F-FPro in
vascular disorders we investigated the uptake of the tracer
after cerebral ischemia in rats. Transient and permanent
occlusion of the middle cerebral artery has been widely
used to induce ischemic brain lesions. However, the lesions
induced by this technique are variable in size, and a reliable
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distinction between the ischemic lesion, the border zone,
and remote areas in the brain, which are not directly af-
fected by ischemia, is almost impossible. The photothrom-
bosis (PT) model using the photosensitive dye rose bengal
(Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH) induces small, topograph-
ically defined lesions within the cerebral cortex (11). These
focal lesions cause functional and structural changes
throughout the brain during the initial phase as well as during
postlesional degeneration and regeneration (12). In initial
experiments, we observed increased uptake of D-cis-18F-
FPro in the area of the cortical infarction but also remarkable
uptake in ipsilateral thalamic nuclei (TN). To further explore
this phenomenon we induced focal infarctions in different
cortical areas and at different time points after PT. In
addition, D-cis-18F-FPro uptake was compared with that of
D-3H-deoxyglucose (DG) and 3H-methyl-L-methionine
(L-MET) as well as with 3H-PK11195, a ligand for peripheral
benzodiazepine receptors, which has been shown to
accumulate in TN after cortical infarctions (13,14). The
corresponding histologic slices were analyzed by immuno-
fluorescent imaging using various markers to investigate the
cellular components involved in the uptake process of
D-cis-18F-FPro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiotracers
D-cis-18F-FPro was prepared via cryptate mediated n.c.a. nu-

cleophilic 18F-fluorination starting from (2R,4S)-N-Boc-4-(p-
toluolsulfonyloxy)proline methylester. N-Deprotection and ester
hydrolysis took place under acidic conditions in the presence of
aqueous trifluoromethanesulfonic acid. High-performance liquid
chromatography purification combined with online solid-phase
extraction yielded the diastereomerically pure D-cis-18F-FPro,
with a radiochemical yield of about 30% within 90 min,
a radiochemical purity of .98%, and a specific radioactivity
of .150 TBq/mmol.

D-3H-Deoxyglucose (3H-DG) with a specific radioactivity of
300 GBq/mmol (Amersham Biosciences Europe GmbH), 3H-
PK11195 with a specific radioactivity of 2.6 TBq/mmol (Perkin
Elmer LAS GmbH), and 3H-methyl-L-methionine (3H-MET) with
a specific radioactivity of 3 TBq/mmol (Amersham Biosciences
Europe GmbH) were obtained commercially.

Animals
Twenty male Fisher CDF rats (8- to 12-wk old; weight, 250–

300 g; Charles River Wiga) were examined in this study. The
experiments were approved by the district government according
to the German Law on the Protection of Animals (Cologne/
Germany no. 50.203.2-KFA 5/03).

The animals were maintained under standard conditions with
free access to food and water. Circumscribed cortical infarctions
were generated using the PT model (11). In brief, animals were
sedated in an isoflurane atmosphere (2%–5%) and anesthetized
with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg)/
xylazine (10 mg/kg). After the animals had been placed in a
stereotactic frame, focal lesions were produced in the cerebral
cortex. The skin of the skull was incised and an optical fiber

bundle, mounted onto a cold light source (KL1500 LCDZeiss),
was placed on the skull.

According to a stereotactic brain atlas (15), the light source was
positioned at different sites to induce infarctions in variable
cortical areas: (i) 2 mm anterior to the bregma and 2 mm lateral
to the midline to induce infarctions in the motor cortex, (ii) 2 mm
posterior to the bregma and 3 mm lateral to the midline to induce
infarctions in the somatosensory cortex, and (iii) 7 mm posterior
to the bregma and 3 mm lateral to the midline to induce infarc-
tions in the visual cortex.

Thereafter, 1.3 mg rose bengal/100 g body weight was injected
intravenously and, shortly thereafter, the light was turned on for
20 min. After illumination, the catheter and light source were
removed and the incision was sutured. The treatment produced
cortical infarctions of variable sizes with a mean diameter 6 SD
of 5.3 6 1.8 mm.

Autoradiography
At variable time points (1 d to 4 wk) after induction of the PT

(Table 1), animals were anesthesized again for tracer injection via
the jugular vein. All animals were injected with 80 MBq D-cis-18F-
FPro. One hour later, 12 animals received 10 MBq 3H-DG as a
second injection, 3 animals received 5 MBq 3H-L-MET, and 2
animals received 5 MBq 3H-PK11195 at 105 min after D-cis-18F-
FPro injection. Two hours after injection of D-cis-18F-FPro,
animals were killed and the brains were removed immediately.
Photographs of the whole brain were taken to document the
position of the cortical infarctions, and the size of the lesions was
measured. Thereafter, the brains were frozen in 2-methylbutane
at 250�C and cut in coronal sections (thickness, 20 mm) with a
cryostat microtome (CM 3050; Leica Mikrosysteme Vertrieb
GmbH). The brain slices were placed on phosphor imaging plates
(Raytest-Fuji) along with industrial 3H activity standards (Micro-
scales; Amersham Biosciences) for 3H studies and with in-house
calibrated 18F liver paste standards. The first exposition to depict
distribution of the 18F radioactivity was started within 4 h after
tracer injection with a duration of 14 h. This exposition was done
on imaging plates that were insensitive to b-particles of 3H (BAS-
SR 2025; Raytest-Fuji). After decay of 18F (10 half-lives), the
brain slices were exposed again to 3H-sensitive imaging plates for
72 h to obtain the 3H distribution (BAS-TR 2025; Raytest-Fuji).
On exposure, the imaging plates were scanned with a high-
performance imaging plate reader (BAS 5000 BioImage Analyzer;
Raytest-Fuji). Quantitative autoradiograms were generated (Bq/
mg wet weight of the tissue) using the software provided by the
manufacturer and the known radioactivity concentrations of the
standards. Tracer uptake was quantified by lesion-to-brain ratios
(L/B ratios) using a small circular region of interest (ROI) placed
on an area with maximal tracer accumulation—that is, either in
the area of the infarction or in the TN with increased tracer uptake
(ROI, 0.2–0.5 mm2). A larger reference ROI was placed in the
contralateral hemisphere in the normal gray matter (ROI, 5–10
mm2). L/B ratios were calculated by dividing the average uptake
in the ROI of the lesion by the average uptake in the ROI of the
normal brain.

Double Immunofluorescence Labeling and Histologic
Staining

Double immunofluorescence labeling was performed to iden-
tify specific subtypes of cells involved in the process of tracer
uptake. Reactive astrocytes were detected by staining for GFAP
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using rabbit antirat GFAP polyclonal antibodies (1:1,000; abcam).
Macrophages were demonstrated with mouse antirat CD68 mono-
clonal antibodies (1:50; Serotec), and microglia were detected
with mouse antirat CD11b monoclonal antibodies (1:50; AbD
Serotec). As secondary antibodies, goat antirabbit Alexa Fluor 568
or goat antimouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:300; Invitrogen) were used.
In all slices, cell nuclei were counterstained with 49,69-diamidino-
2-phenylindole hydrochloride (2 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie
GmbH). In addition, cell nuclei were stained histologically by
toluidine blue in serial slices.

Anatomic Correlations
The position of the cortical infarctions was assessed by corre-

lating the photographic documentation of the dorsal view of the
rat brains with a stereotactic rat brain atlas (15). The length and
width of the individual rat brains in the images were adjusted to
the standard rat brain of this atlas. This adjustment allowed a
rough estimation of the stereotactic coordinates of the cortical
infarctions and an allocation of the infarct areas to larger func-
tional areas, such as motor cortex, somatosensory cortex, and
visual cortex.

To identify the anatomic correlates of the areas with focally
increased D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the diencephalon, the coronal
histologic slices stained by toluidine blue were compared with the
anatomic maps of the stereotactic rat brain atlas. The anatomic

map corresponding to the histologic slice could be identified
reliably on the basis of characteristic anatomic structures. There-
after, a circumference ROI was drawn along the borders of the
coronal brain slices in the anatomic map. After adapting the size
of the corresponding autoradiogram to that ROI, a small ROI was
drawn at the position of focal tracer uptake in the midbrain. The
set of the 2 ROIs was reprojected on the anatomic map, which
allowed an identification of the TN or an area within the caudate
nucleus with increased D-cis-18F-FPro uptake (Fig. 1). All eval-
uations were done independently by an experienced neuroanatomist
and a nuclear medicine physician and yielded identical results.

Statistical Analysis
Values are expressed as mean 6 SD. The Pearson correlation

coefficient was used for analysis of L/B ratios of tracer uptake at
different time points after cortical infarction. A P value , 0.05
was considered significant.

RESULTS

D-cis-18F-FPro Uptake in TN and Caudate Nucleus

Within the first 2 d after cortical infarction no pathologic
uptake of D-cis-18F-FPro was noted outside the area of the
cortical infarction. From day 3 onward, focal uptake of
D-cis-18F-FPro was present in the thalamus in all animals

TABLE 1
Summary of Data on Animals with Cortical Infarctions

D-cis-FPro uptake 3H-DG 3H-PK11195 3H-MET

Rat no.

Time after

PT (d)

Cortical

area

Thalamic

nucleus, striatum

PT/

brain

TN/

brain

PT/

brain

TN/

brain

PT/

brain

TN/

brain

PT/

brain

TN/

brain

1 7 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VPM, VPL 12.6 4.0

2 5 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VL 11.7 6.3 4.2 1.4

3 8 Vis DLG, LP 16.6 8.0 2.4 1.0

4 7 Sens, Vis Po, VPM, DLG 12.4 6.0 5.5 1.0
5 7 Vis DLG, LP 17.6 3.4 2.2 1.1

6 7 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VPM, VPL, VL 9.4 4,0 3.0 1.2

7 7 Mot CPu, VL 16.8 4.8 3.0 1.0

8 7 Sens Po, VPM, VPL 10.7 9.0 2.7 0.9
9 7 Sens Po, VPM, VPL 6.6 5.6 2.3 0.8

10 14 Sens Po, VPM, VPL 31.6 11.8 5.7 1.4

11 28 Sens Po, VPM 4.1 9.6
12 28 Sens Po, VPM 24.8 13.4

13 28 Sens Po, VPM 7.0 9.3 8.0 1.0

14 5 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VPM 11.8 3.5 2.7 1.1

15 3 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VPM 13.4 3.4 1.0 0.8
16 3 Mot, Sens CPu, Po, VPM 20.8 2.4 0.6 0.9

17 2 Sens — 3.3 — 0.9 —

18 2 Sens — 3.8 — 0.7 —

19 1 Sens — 3.4 — 1.0 —

20 1 Sens — 3.8 — 0.6 —

Mean 12.1 6.7 2.5 1.0 6.8 1.2 1.4 1.0

SD 8.1 3.5 1.5 0.2 1.7 0.3 1.1 0.2

PT 5 cortical infarction induced by photothrombosis; ; 3H-DG 5 3H-deoxyglucose; 3H-Pk11195 5 ligand for peripheral benzodiazepine

receptors; 3H-MET 5 3H-methyl-L-methionine; PT/brain 5 ratio of maximal tracer uptake PT divided by mean uptake in normal brain tissue;
TN/brain 5 ratio of maximal tracer uptake in thalamic nucleus divided by mean uptake in normal brain; Mot 5 motor cortex; Sens 5

somatosensory cortex; CPu 5 caudate putamen; Po 5 posterior thalamic nuclear group; VPM 5 ventral posteromedial thalamic nucleus;

VPL 5 ventroposterolateral thalamic nucleus; VL 5 ventrolateral thalamic nucleus; Vis 5 visual cortex; DLG 5 dorsal lateral geniculate

nucleus; LP 5 lateral posterior thalamic nucleus.
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and partially in the corpus striatum. The thalamus or the
striatum was not affected directly by the PT in any of the
animals—that is, the ischemic lesions were limited strictly
to the cerebral cortex. The L/B ratios of D-cis-18F-FPro
uptake in TN increased significantly with time after infarc-
tion (r 5 0.81, P , 0.001, n 5 20) (Fig. 2) (mean L/B ratio,
6.7 6 3.5). The involved TN varied with the site of the
cortical lesion—that is, only those nuclei that are sources of
thalamocortical projections connecting them with their
specific target region in the cerebral cortex were labeled.
Thus, cortical lesions involving the motor cortex induced
D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the ventrolateral thalamic nucleus
(VL) and, additionally, in the caudate putamen (CPu);
lesions in the somatosensory cortex induced D-cis-18F-FPro
uptake in the posterior thalamic nuclear group (Po), the
ventroposterolateral (VPL) and ventroposteromedial TN
(VPM); and lesions involving the visual cortex induced
D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the lateral posterior thalamic nucleus
(LP) and the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (DLG). Details
on the site of the cortical infarctions and the corresponding
uptake in TN are given in Table 1. An example of a cortical
infarction involving the motor and somatosensory cortex is

shown in Figure 3 and an infarction involving the visual
cortex is shown in Figure 4.

The TN with focally increased uptake of D-cis-18F-FPro
showed no major abnormalities in histologic and immuno-
fluorescent staining up to 5 d after cortical infarction. At 7 d
after infarction, TN and the caudate nucleus became
weakly positive for GFAP staining in single animals (rats
6 and 8) and, from day 8 onward, the corresponding TN
were positive for CD11b and GFAP staining indicating
microglial activation and reactive astrocytosis (rats 3 and
10–13). Staining for CD68 antibodies in the thalamus was
negative. An example is shown in Figure 5.

D-cis-18F-FPro Uptake in Cortical Infarctions

All animals showed an increased uptake of D-cis-18F-
FPro in the area of the cortical infarctions, with L/B ratios
ranging from 3.3 to 31.6 (mean L/B, 12.1 6 8.1) (Table 1).
There was no significant correlation between maximal
D-cis-18F-FPro uptake within the infarct area and the time
point after induction of the PT (r 5 0.22, P 5 0.35, n 5

20). Within the first 3 d after infarction, focally increased
D-cis-18F-FPro was noted in the core of the infarction and

FIGURE 1. Localization of TN (rat 10): Coronal brain slice in the anatomic map (A) was identified using the histologic slice (C). The
corresponding autoradiogram of D-cis-18F-FPro (B) was adapted to the circumference of this map. Reprojection of focal tracer
uptake in the midbrain to the anatomic map identifies the thalamic nucleus. The ventroposteromedial thalamic nucleus (VPM) is
indicated by an ellipse. The corresponding autoradiogram using 3H-PK11195 (D) shows only minor tracer uptake in the VPM.
(Image A modified and reprinted with permission of (15).)
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spots of activated microglia were present. From day 5
onward, the pattern of D-cis-18F-FPro uptake within the
infarct area was similar to that of immunostaining for CD68
and CD11b, indicating a relationship of tracer uptake to
macrophage infiltration or activated microglia. There was
no D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the rim of the infarctions,
which was positive for GFAP, indicating that tracer uptake
is not associated with reactive astrogliosis. An example of
D-cis-18F-FPro and 3H-DG distribution in comparison with
immunofluorescence staining for CD68, CD11b, and GFAP
in the cortical infarction of animal 6 is shown in Figure 6.

Comparison of 3H-DG, 3H-L-MET, and 3H-PK11195

No uptake of 3H-DG or 3H-L-MET was noted in TN or
the caudate nucleus that showed significant D-cis-18F-FPro
uptake. 3H-PK11195, which has been reported to accumu-
late in TN after cortical infarction (13,14), showed only
weak tracer accumulation in the TN with accumulation of
D-cis-18F-FPro and immunopositivity for CD11b and GFAP
(rats 10 and 13; L/B, 11.8 and 9.3, respectively; Fig. 1).

The cortical infarctions did not display any uptake of
3H-DG within the first 2 d after PT (animals 17–20),
whereas D-cis-18F-FPro was increased. At 7 d after infarc-
tion, uptake of 3H-DG was also increased (mean L/B ratio,
2.5 6 1.5). The pattern of uptake within the infarct area
was similar to that of D-cis-18F-FPro uptake and immuno-
staining for CD68 and CD11b (Fig. 6). In addition, the uptake
of 3H-L-METwas investigated in 3 animals but revealed only
weak signal within the infarct area in 1 animal.

DISCUSSION

In this study we investigated the cerebral uptake of
D-cis-18F-FPro in rats after focal cortical ischemic lesions.
We found unexpected uptake of the tracer in TN and the
caudate nucleus, indicating that D-cis-18F-FPro may be a
sensitive tracer for detection of secondary changes in areas

remote from the primary lesion. All photothrombotic
lesions were limited to the cerebral cortex, and the thala-
mus or caudate nucleus was not affected directly by the
infarcted area in any of the animals.

D-cis-18F-FPro Uptake in TN and Caudate Nucleus

The phenomenon of thalamic retrograde degeneration
after cortical injury has been exploited effectively in clas-
sical neuroanatomic studies as a method for characterizing
patterns of thalamocortical connections using Nissl stains
(16). Thalamic neurons are characterized by a marked sen-
sitivity to neocortical injury, resulting in rapid degeneration
that effectively precludes axonal regeneration (16,17). Ex-
perimental studies suggest that thalamic atrophy results
primarily from retrograde degeneration, due to injury of the
thalamocortical pathway (18–20). Thalamic degeneration
is associated with a prominent reaction of microglia and
astrocytes that has been considered to play an active role in
delayed degeneration (21). Cortical ablation also results
in a marked decrease in thalamic high-affinity uptake of
glutamate and aspartate (16). The failure of mechanisms
removing excitatory amino acids from the milieu of af-
fected thalamic relay neurons has been reported as a driving
force in the process of thalamic retrograde degeneration.
Retrograde degeneration does not occur elsewhere in the
brain, even though other neural structures innervate the
cerebral cortex. This suggests that thalamic neurons are
particularly vulnerable (19).

The TN and caudate nucleus exhibiting pathologic
D-cis-18F-FPro were related to their cortical projection
areas—that is, cortical lesions involving the motor cortex
induced D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the VL and CPu, lesions
in the somatosensory cortex caused uptake in the Po, VPL,
and VPM, and lesions involving the visual cortex induced
D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the LP and DLG (22). This finding
proves that increased D-cis-18F-FPro in TN is related to
the phenomenon of thalamic retrograde degeneration. To
the best of our knowledge, retrograde degeneration of the
caudate nucleus after cortical infarction has not yet been
described, but tracer uptake in the CPu after infarctions in
the motor cortex underlines the high sensitivity of this
tracer for detection of secondary changes in remote areas.

The TN with focally increased uptake of D-cis-18F-FPro
showed no major abnormalities in histologic and immuno-
fluorescent staining up to 5 d after cortical infarction.
Others have observed GFAP-positive reactive astrocytes
and activated microglia already at 3 d after trauma before
apoptotic cell death was detectable (21). D-cis-18F-FPro
uptake was clearly positive at 3 d after infarction, with L/B
ratios of 2.4 and 3.5, indicating that it is a very sensitive
tracer for detection of secondary changes. At 7 d after
infarction, TN and the caudate nucleus became weakly
positive for GFAP staining in single animals and, from day
8 onward, the corresponding TN were positive for CD11b
and GFAP staining, indicating microglial activation and
astrocytosis.

FIGURE 2. D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in TN (ratio of tracer uptake
in thalamic tissue divided by normal brain tissue) vs. time after
cortical infarction. There is a significant correlation.
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D-cis-18F-FPro Uptake in Cortical Infarction

The cellular components observed in our experiments are
similar to those described previously in the PT model in
several studies (12,23). Macrophages are located in a ring-
like fashion around the core in the first week and later
infiltrate the center of the lesion to remove debris (24). In
all animals, we observed increased uptake of D-cis-18F-
FPro in the area of the cortical infarction. Within the first
3 d after infarction, focally increased D-cis-18F-FPro was
noted in the core of the infarction, whereas uptake of
3H-DG and 3H-L-MET was low. Immunofluorescence stain-
ing showed some spots of activated microglia only.

From day 5 onward, the pattern of D-cis-18F-FPro uptake
was congruent with that of immunostaining for CD11b and
CD68 and with increased 3H-DG uptake, indicating a

relationship of tracer uptake to activated microglia and
macrophage infiltration (Fig. 6). The determination of the
origin of the phagocytes is difficult as microglia, the
resident macrophages of the brain, are activated after
ischemia and then become indistinguishable from hema-
togenous macrophages on morphologic grounds and based
on the expression of immunocytochemical markers (23).
However, experiments with macrophage-depleted rats have
shown that, in the initial days after photochemically in-
duced infarction, phagocytes at the border zone were
primarily derived from resident microglia, whereas macro-
phages from the bloodstream were recruited with a delay. A
pilot experiment in a rat with a bacterial abscess in the calf
showed no D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the abscess, which was
positive for CD68 staining and showed increased 3H-DG

FIGURE 3. (A) Dorsal view of rat brain 7 d after PT (rat 6). Cortical infarction involves parts of motor and somatosensory cortex. (B)
Sagittal slice from anatomic rat brain atlas demonstrates position of infarction (stippled area) and position of coronal slices: 1, level
of basal ganglia (C); 2, level of hippocampus/thalamus (D). Autoradiogram with D-cis-18F-FPro (C, left image) exhibits tracer uptake
in area of cortical infarction and in caudate nucleus (arrow). Furthermore, there is focal D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in ventral pos-
teromedial thalamic nucleus and posterior thalamic nuclear group (D, left image, arrows). Corresponding autoradiograms using
3H-DG (C and D, middle images) and histologic staining using toluidine blue (C and D, right images) show no abnormalities in
caudate nucleus and in thalamus. (Image B modified and reprinted with permission of (15).)
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uptake (data not shown). Also, the TN with increased
D-cis-18F-FPro uptake were negative for CD68 staining, so
that tracer uptake in blood-borne macrophages is unlikely.

Reactive astrogliosis with upregulation of GFAP develops
after 3 d in the boundary zone of photothrombotic lesions and
ends up in the scar formation in the atrophic stage at day 60
(25). D-cis-18F-FPro showed no uptake in the areas that were
positive for GFAP staining, thus indicating that tracer uptake
is not associated with reactive gliosis (Fig. 6). Because we did
not evaluate the influence of BBB disruption on tracer
uptake, it cannot be excluded that radioactivity within the
infarct area was influenced by passive diffusion of the tracer
or its metabolites. D-cis-18F-FPro, however, is able to pene-
trate the intact BBB and a disruption of the BBB is not a
prerequisite for tracer accumulation (7).

In summary, D-cis-18F-FPro uptake in the infarct region
is similar to activated microglia and phagocyte activity but
is not similar to reactive astrogliosis. Because uptake
in blood-borne macrophages is low, D-cis-18F-FPro uptake
appears to be related primarily to activated microglia.

Imaging Thalamic Degeneration with MRI and PET

The phenomenon of retrograde thalamic degeneration is
known from experimental and pathologic investigations but
also has been observed with modern imaging methods.
MRI after cerebral infarction in the territory of the middle
cerebral artery demonstrated secondary degeneration in the
ventral nuclei of the thalamus as regions of slightly low
signal on proton-density or T2-weighted images, primarily
obtained a few weeks after the onset (26). An area of

FIGURE 4. (A) Dorsal view of rat brain 7 d after PT (rat 5) with infarction in visual cortex. (B) Sagittal slice from anatomic rat brain
atlas demonstrates position of infarction (stippled area) and position of coronal slices: 1, level of the basal ganglia (C); 2, level of the
hippocampus/thalamus (D). Autoradiograms with D-cis-18F-FPro (C and D, left images) exhibit tracer uptake in area of cortical
infarction and in lateral posterior thalamic nucleus (LP) and dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (DLG) (D, arrow). Corresponding
autoradiograms using 3H-DG (C and D, middle images) and histologic staining using toluidine blue (C and D, right images) show no
abnormalities in thalamus. (Image B modified and reprinted with permission of (15).)
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slightly higher signal was observed in the dorsomedial
nucleus of the thalamus on T2-weighted images about 6 wk
after the onset. Similarly, hypointense areas in the ipsilat-
eral thalamus were observed on T2-weighted spin-echo
images in 47% of the patients at 1–12 mo after the stroke
onset (27). In parallel, hypoperfusion of the ipsilateral
thalamus was observed in 21 of 23 patients who underwent
additional SPECT studies. MRI using diffusion tensor imag-
ing demonstrated an increase in diffusion in the ipsilateral
thalamus .1 mo after the stroke onset without parallel
changes in fractional anisotropy (28). In some patients, this
increase was preceded by a transient decrease in diffusion
possibly related to an early swelling of these cells.

Using the receptor ligand 3H-PK11195, which binds to
peripheral-type benzodiazepine receptors, autoradiographic
studies in rats after focal cortical infarctions demonstrated
secondary lesions in the thalamus during the second week
after lesioning. 3H-PK11195 binding correlated with infil-
tration of macrophages in the thalamus and in the primary
lesion (13). In our study, a comparison of D-cis-18F-FPro
binding with that of 3H-PK11195 was performed in 2
animals but we found only minimal 3H-PK11195 binding in

the TN with prominent D-cis-18F-FPro uptake. Therefore,
the sensitivity of D-cis-18F-FPro uptake appears to be con-
siderably higher than that of 3H-PK11195 binding. A PET
study using 11C-PK11195 in patients after stroke detected
increased tracer binding in the thalamus ipsilateral to the
stroke between 2 and 24 mo after insult (14).

Perspectives of PET Using D-cis-18F-FPro

When compared with the results of other techniques,
PET using D-cis-18F-FPro may be a more sensitive tech-
nique for detection of retrograde thalamic involvement after
cortical infarction. We found a strong signal already at 3 d
after infarction, whereas MRI and PET using 11C-PK11195
were unable to detect thalamic involvement at this stage. In
contrast to 11C-PK11195, which has been used in many
PET studies, D-cis-18F-FPro fulfills all requirements for
widespread clinical application, including efficient radio-
synthesis, 18F labeling with a 109-min half-life, and suit-
able tracer kinetics for brain imaging (7).

However, D-cis-18F-FPro stability in vivo is not optimal.
The percentage of intact D-cis-18F-FPro of total radioactiv-
ity in the plasma of humans was found to be ;85% at

FIGURE 5. (A–C) Coronal slices of left
hemisphere at level of thalamus 28 d
after PT (rat 11). (A) Autoradiogram using
D-cis-18F-FPro shows high uptake in
posterior thalamic nuclear group (arrow).
(B) Immunofluorescent staining using
CD11b shows activated microglia (ar-
row). (C) Immunofluorescent staining us-
ing GFAP shows reactive astrogliosis in
same area (arrow) as in B. (D) Thalamic
nucleus at higher magnification: blue 5

cell nuclei; red 5 astrocytes; green 5

activated microglia.
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5 min after injection, ;80% at 20 min after injection, and
;65% at 60 and 120 min after injection (7). Thus, some
metabolic degradation of the tracer and uptake of metab-
olites cannot be excluded. However, analysis of the brain
homogenates of rats revealed that the entire radioactivity in
the brain was due to free fluoroproline, indicating that the
tracer signal in the brain is not caused by metabolites (7). In
the area of the cortical infarction, the function of the BBB
may be disturbed and a penetration of metabolites cannot
be excluded. In the thalamus, however, no contrast en-
hancement has been reported in CT and MRI studies at any
stage after cortical infarction (27), so that a disruption of
the BBB in this area can be excluded.

The nature of the amino acid carriers at the BBB, which
transport the D-isomer of proline, remains to be elucidated.
Recently, 2 novel mammalian amino acid cotransporters
have been characterized by expression in Xenopus oocytes,
which induce a pH-dependent electrogenic transport actvity
for the small amino acids glycine, alanine, and proline (29).
The messenger RNA of the transporter mPAT1 was highly
expressed in the brain and in epithelial barriers, and the
D-isomer of proline displayed a higher affinity for mPAT1 than
for L-proline (30,31). PAT2 was expressed in neurons positive
for the N-methyl-D-aspartate subtype of glutamate receptor
subunit NR1 but not at epithelial cell membranes (31,32).

The possible relationship of cis-18F-FPro uptake to
microglial activation suggests an application in various
brain diseases. Local activation of microglia is considered

as an important process not only in classical inflammatory
brain disease, such as in multiple sclerosis, but also in a
variety of noninflammatory neurologic conditions, includ-
ing neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and Parkinson’s disease (33). Therefore, a further
evaluation of this tracer in humans is warranted.

CONCLUSION

Our data indicate that D-cis-18F-FPro is a sensitive PET
tracer for detection of secondary degeneration of TN after
cortical injury. The uptake mechanisms of D-cis-18F-FPro
remain to be elucidated, but there is some relationship to
microglial activation, which suggests a promising diagnos-
tic potential in various brain diseases.
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